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Thereafter, legends suggest that at least one royal daughter of the
line of Judah survived, and left Egypt accompanied by her grandfather,
the prophet Jeremiah. Soon after, one or more of these princesses of
Judah supposedly arrived in Ireland, married with the princes of the
ruling Celtic (and therefore Lost Israelite) family, and set up a new royal
dynasty. In fact, the lion symbols used in Heraldry may signify the
existence of this royal bloodline, and the physical location of David’s
royal descendents today. In conjunction with the lion, a heraldic unicorn
symbol is often used, which ties the royal line of the Tribe of Judah to the
Tribes of Joseph and Dan. The following sections will explain why.

Enoch’s Prophecy Of The Unicorn - A Symbol For Christ
The unicorn has long been an object of fascination for many,
combining the power and beauty of a white horse with a single, golden
horn. Coupled with a long, flowing mane and tail, the modern and
medieval European unicorn is a creature of ethereal beauty. Myths
surrounding the unicorn abound, and creatures with a single horn have
long been recognized as a symbol for either good or evil in cultures
around the world. Few ancient unicorns, however, resemble the horselike unicorn of today. The white, horse-like unicorn most commonly
depicted today has its origins in medieval times, when it was used as a
symbol for Christ. It therefore took on Christ’s most notable attributes being gentle, loving, pure, and chaste like Christ was.
Unfortunately, there are far older associations with this onehorned animal that have sinister roots, such as the unicorns of China and
Babylon. In recent times, the unicorn has taken on similar occult
associations, as the New Age Movement has adopted it as a symbol. To
them, it represents transformation and transcendence, and as such they
openly encourage their children to find their own unicorn guides. They
do this in hopes that their children will ascend to the level of avatar, or
ascended master faster than the rest of mortals who must supposedly live
countless lives before achieving this dubious state of perfection on their
own.
Regardless of the occult associations of unicorns today, unicorns
undeniably represented the ultimate goodness, and holiness of Yahshua
in the medieval world, as already mentioned. So there is a duality to this
powerful symbol that is undisputable, and also very perplexing. How can
a symbol of purity and goodness also be reckoned as a symbol for evil
and unrestrained power, and how can we tell the difference if they look
the same on the surface? The answer is found in the gift of spiritual
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discernment. This gift of the Holy Spirit allows Christians to absolutely
know the difference between good and evil, and to ascertain the
meanings of the symbols used for each opposing force.
As I have maintained throughout this series, Yahweh Elohim is
the ultimate designer and revealer of symbols. In “The Language of God
in the Universe,” I showed how the cross, with its definite connection to
Astronomy, is a very powerful symbol for Christ, who is the Creator of
the Universe, and the Gospel in the Stars. Now, in this book, I will show
that the unicorn - like the number 13, the two Enochs, and the two
Cainans - has both good and bad connotations, and can represent both
perfect good - and unmitigated evil. First, let’s explore the benevolent
side of the unicorn in folklore, the Star Gospel, and 1 Enoch.
As shown in Chapter Seven, the unicorn can be used to symbolize
the right horn or hand of a Cherub, which signifies Yahshua at the right
hand of His Father. This suggests that the left horn of a Cherub
represents a personage that is opposite to Christ, like the Antichrist. We
will examine this idea in the next section, but for now, let’s focus on the
unicorn as a godly symbol for Christ.
In Medieval times, the unicorn was used as a symbol for Christ.
Could this be because it was found as a messianic symbol in the Book of 1
Enoch? Although 1 Enoch was supposedly lost to the West at that time,
somebody in Europe or the British Isles may have had some knowledge of
its prophecies. I suspect this because, in one of his prophetic visions,
Enoch describes Christ and His Church as a powerful One-Horned Ram
that opens the eyes of many lost sheep:

“And I saw till there sprouted a great horn (symbol of
authority) of one of those sheep, and their eyes were opened (they
see the truth that sets them free from Satan’s bondage). And it
looked at them [and their eyes opened], and it cried to the sheep
(the newly-saved sheep), and the rams (spiritual leaders) saw it
and all ran to it. And notwithstanding all this those eagles and
vultures and ravens and kites (followers of the prince of the power
of the air) still kept tearing the sheep and swooping down upon
them and devouring them (these devoured ones are the martyrs of
God): still the sheep remained silent, but the rams lamented and
cried out (the leaders begin to teach the truth). And those ravens
fought and battled with it (the One-Horned Ram and His Church)
and sought to lay low its horn, but they had no power over it.”
“All the eagles and vultures and ravens and kites were
gathered together, and there came with them all the “sheep”
(incorrectly translated as sheep, should say beasts - as per the next
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sentence) of the field, yea, they all came together, and helped each
other to break that horn of the ram. And I saw till a great sword
(i.e. the sword of the Holy Spirit) was given to the sheep (i.e.
those who follow the One-Horned Ram), and the sheep proceeded
against all the beasts of the field (the armies of the wicked in
rebellion against God) to slay them (at the Battle of Armageddon),
and all the beasts and the birds of the heaven fled before their
face.” - 1 Enoch 90:9-19
As shown by my comments in parentheses, this section of
Enoch’s lengthy prophecy in chapters 89 and 90 of 1 Enoch is brimful of
the allegorical Language of God. It is very rich in symbolism that must be
spiritually understood before it can be correctly deciphered. First of all, as
discussed in Book Two, sheep and goats represent two very different
kinds of people. Goats want to lead, for example, while sheep want to
follow. We can therefore deduce that the sheep in Enoch’s vision are
people who follow some greater cause. Likewise, Rams are horned male
sheep, and their horns mark them as the leaders of the sheep who have
been given the authority to lead. Since sheep were often used in
Yahshua’s parables to signify His followers, the sheep in Enoch’s vision
also represent repentant sinners, and the rams signify the spiritual
leaders of the sheep. Meanwhile, the beasts of the field in Enoch’s vision
represent the unrepentant wicked who will perish.
Note also that all the birds mentioned in Enoch’s vision are birds
of prey with sharp beaks and talons. Birds of prey, as the most villainous
birds, make excellent symbols for Satan’s followers. Furthermore, birds
are the only animals that can view the air as their natural domain. Since
they rule the air, the birds in Enoch’s vision likely represent the armies
and servants of “the prince of the power of the air,” who is Satan, and
his servant, the Antichrist:

“…you once walked according to the course of this world,
according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit who now
works in the sons of disobedience…” - Ephesians 2:2
The horns and rams mentioned in Enoch’s prophecy refer to
leaders among the people who are working against the prince of the
power of the air who is Satan. Therefore, when Enoch mentions the OneHorned Ram, or Unicorn’s power to open the eyes of the sheep, he is
speaking of the power of Christ and His Spirit to illumine the hearts and
minds of those who love Him. The sheep whose eyes are opened may
also allude directly to the 144,000 Witnesses chosen from among the
descendents of the Twelve Tribes of Israel, who will act as Yah-ordained
evangelists during the Tribulation period (Rev. 7:3-8). It is Yahshua’s
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chosen sheep or disciples that the opposing nations attempt to crush.
These wicked and rebellious nations that go against the One-Horned Ram
and His sheep are envisioned as birds that kill and/or eat flesh, and
beasts that do the same.
As discussed in the last chapter, Enoch foretold that there would
be 70 Shepherds of Israel before the Messiah comes. Of these 70, only 12
Shepherds are reported for the modern nation of Israel, and according to
my detailed analysis of the prophecy in Chapter 9, Benjamin Netanyahu
is the 12th and last Prime Minister. That is - unless the previous Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon somehow revives from his long coma, and becomes
fit enough to rule before the Battle of Armageddon. Although this is
remotely possible, it is extremely doubtful.
During the twelfth and last Shepherd of Israel’s rule, Enoch
envisioned Yahshua as the Ram with one great and powerful “horn” that
opens the eyes of all the people (the sheep) that desire to know and love
God. Since a horn is an instrument of protection on an animal, and an
animal’s horn that has been treated a special way can be used to drink
from or play a tune, the horn of this Ram Who is Yahshua is allegorically
referring to the Living Water and proclamations of His Word in the Bible,
and in the Gospel in the Stars, which are both announcing His good and
perfect Will, and that serve to awaken those who are spiritually asleep!
Enoch foresees the Battle of Armageddon, when the “rams” or
male “sheep” (i.e. leaders and soldiers for Christ) of the great OneHorned Ram, or Unicorn will finally defeat their foes. Their victory is
won through the “great sword” that signifies the Word of God, Yahshua.
This is clear from the allegorical imagery used in Revelation 19:15 and
19:21 quoted earlier. Though this great sword likely signifies purely
divine spiritual power, it may signify a supernatural weapon such as the
Staff of Yahweh that will suddenly resurface at a crucial time for the
heavily persecuted, but multitudinous body of Tribulation Saints. See
Book Three for more about the wondrous Staff of Yahweh that Moses
worked many miracles with.
Because the prophecy of the great One-Horned Ram in the Book
of 1 Enoch mentions eagles, vultures, kites, and ravens as symbols of evil
people and nations, it seems to contradict the symbol of an eagle or hawk
as a godly symbol associated with heavenly things. However, as
previously discussed, the Tribe of Dan was represented by an eagle to
hide their identification with the serpent imagery connected with evil. In
addition, the eagles used by the Danites, the Romans, European royalty,
and various European nations were always solid black, red, brown, or
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gold. Not one of these nations used the image of a white bird, or whiteheaded bird such as the Bald Eagle as a symbol.
Though a bird of prey can be viewed as a symbol for evil, there is
also Scriptural evidence that both eagles and bird’s wings are symbols of
God’s love and protection:

“You have seen what I did to the Egyptians, and how I
bore you on eagles’ wings and brought you to Myself.” - Exodus
19:4
“Keep me as the apple of Your eye; hide me under the
shadow of Your wings…” - Psalm 17:8
“He shall cover you with His feathers, and under His
wings you shall take refuge; his truth shall be your shield and
buckler.’ - Psalm 91:4
“But those who wait on the LORD (Yahweh) shall renew
their strength; they shall mount up with wings like eagles, they
shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint.” - Isaiah
40:31
Just as birds like eagles obviously have a dual significance in
prophecy, a One-Horned White Ram may represent more than Christ and
His Church. It also may represent one nation in particular that will rise to
spiritual prominence in the End Times. As the staunchest defender of the
nation of Israel in today’s world, and the most “Christian” presence
among the nations, the United States of America may be the nation
symbolized by the one horn of the Ram representing Christ and His
Church. Though there are true Christians all over the world, no other
nation on Earth has as many born-again, Spirit-filled Christians per capita
as the United States.
As already mentioned, the prophecy in 1 Enoch may be the source
of the medieval notion that the mythical one-horned unicorn symbolized
Yahshua. Since this tradition of representing Christ as a unicorn sprang
up in Europe during the Dark Ages, it is likely that the Book of 1 Enoch
was known to someone in that era, but was later lost. Though the written
record of the connection was lost, however, the linking of the unicorn
with Yahshua persisted. This is likely why the word “unicorn” was used
nine times by the translator of the King James Bible for the Hebrew word
“reem” that more correctly means “wild ox.” As mentioned in “The
Language of God in the Universe,” Cherubim appear as ox-like in
appearance in Ezekiel’s visions, and were used to symbolize the
Universe, and the Twelve Tribes of Israel. The symbol of an ox is also
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connected to the dual Tribe of Joseph, whose tribal standard contained a
depiction of a wild bull, or ox with two horns. Here is one occurrence of
the word “unicorn” in the King James Bible:

“Save me from the lion’s mouth: for thou hast heard me
from the horns of the unicorns.” - Psalm 22:21 (KJV)
The King James translation of this particular verse of Scripture has
an authority that other Bible translations lack. This is because it tells us
something prophetic, whereas the other translations have lost all their
power to instruct due to their wording. For example, most translations
tell us that the person or nation crying for help in this passage wants to
be saved from both the lion’s mouth, and the horns of a wild ox.
However, the King James translation tells us that the supplicant is asking
to be saved from the lion’s mouth by calling for help through the horn of
the unicorn!
This passage is a messianic prophecy that allegorically represents
Christ’s prayer as He died on the Cross. As a prophecy, it likely has a
dual application. Therefore, if viewed prophetically, this passage may be
telling us that the modern nation of Israel will be threatened by the jaws
of the lion (i.e.: Great Britain, via the Antichrist’s armies), and will call on
Christ’s born-again followers in America (i.e.: the horn of the unicorn) for
help in her direst hour. This has already occurred in Israel’s history in
relation to the lion-like aggression of the Arabs toward Israel, and it will
no doubt happen again.
The association made here of Great Britain with the lion was fully
explained in the analysis of Daniel’s and Revelation’s prophecies
concerning the Beast from the Sea. See Numbers 23:22, 24:8; Deut. 33:17;
Job 39:9-10; Psalm 22:21, 29:6, 92:10; and Isaiah 34:7 to explore the usage
of the word “unicorn” in the Kings James Version of the Bible.
There are two biblical references to a “horn” or leader that may be
a symbolic allusion to Yahshua, Enoch’s One-Horned Ram. These are
found in Psalms 92 and 148:

“But my horn shalt thou exalt like the horn of an unicorn: I
shall be anointed with fresh oil.” -Psalm 92:10 (KJV)
“And He has exalted the horn of His people, the praise of
all His saints-- of the children of Israel, a people near to Him.
Praise the LORD!” - Psalm 148:14
Note that Psalm 92 is taken from the King James Version of the
Bible, where the exalted horn or unicorn was taken to be an allusion to
Christ. Note also that Psalm 148 is another Hallel Psalm, and begins and
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ends with the phrase “Hallelu-Yah!” Perhaps this is why it is not so
surprising that it speaks of the exalting of the horn, or leader of the
people of Israel. Since Psalm 148 is analogous to 2048 AD, it falls during
the reign of Yahshua the Messiah, who will likely be the exalted leader of
Israel by that time in history!
In Psalm 75, horns are also mentioned in reference to the
righteous leaders who follow the Exalted Horn, Yahshua:

“All the horns of the wicked I will also cut off, but the
horns of the righteous shall be exalted." - Psalm 75:10
These righteous horns or leaders for Christ lead the good sheep
who form the congregations of Gentile believers that are adopted into the
family of Israel, and are allegorically seen as the Two Tribes of Joseph:
Ephraim and Manasseh. The bull, or ox of the Zodiac sign of Taurus,
which represents the Tribe of Joseph, has two horns. These two horns
allegorically represent Ephraim and Manasseh - the two Tribes that
descended from Joseph (Deuteronomy 33:17). Over the centuries,
however, the ox metamorphosed into a horse-like unicorn. This may be
why the wild ox that is connected to Joseph is called a unicorn in the
King James Version of the Bible:

“His (Joseph’s) glory is like the firstling of his bullock, and
his horns are like the horns of unicorns… and they are the ten
thousands of Ephraim, and they are the thousands of Manasseh.” Deuteronomy 33:17 (KJV)
Since the unicorn is a prominent symbol in European and English
Heraldry, could Anglo-Saxon Europeans be claiming to be connected to
either one of the two horns, or Tribes of Joseph? Furthermore, could the
one ram’s horn in Enoch’s vision that is raised to prominence over the
other, is hated, and is surrounded by enemies in the End Times be one of
the nations that spring from the countries connected to the Two Tribes of
Joseph? If so, as already shown, two modern nations appear to fulfill the
requirements for being the Two Tribes of Joseph. These are Great Britain,
which is tied to Manasseh, and the United States, which is allegorically
tied to Ephraim. Of these two nations, the one that seems most likely to
be the One-Horned Ram of Enoch is the United States, and - by
association - modern Israel. These are also the two countries that will
likely be brutally attacked, miraculously saved, and specially blessed by
Christ in the Last Day.
Do you see the tremendous implications of this connection? The
United States and Israel may be the nations forming the one Horn of the
Unicorn that represents Christ, and His Church that is now scattered
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among all nations. This also may be why the United States is to be
reckoned as Ephraim, a great Tribe of Israel, and is to suffer the same fate
as Israel. For those who wish to read a more detailed study of the history
of the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel, please refer to Book Three in this book
series, or to “The ‘Lost’ Ten Tribes of Israel… Found!” by Steven M.
Collins. There, you will find detailed examinations of the prophecies, and
much historical evidence supporting the modern day location of Judah’s
Throne, and the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel.
J. H. Allen’s book “Judah’s Sceptre and Joseph’s Birthright” and
E. Raymond Capt’s book, “Jacob’s Pillar” are also listed in the
bibliography as resources. However, these men were British Israelites
who believed in the supremacy of the Anglo-Saxon Europeans, and saw
Great Britain’s people as God’s chosen people. As such, they believed
that Great Britain is destined to rule over all the other nations, and that it
was the literal location of the Throne of Judah, which will become the
Throne of Christ. As will clearly be shown in this chapter, this is a
dangerous heresy. Also keep in mind that all the authors listed here
misidentify Ephraim as Great Britain, and also falsely assume that the
Jews are no longer to be counted as God’s Chosen People Israel. Scripture
teaches, however, that anyone who believes in Yahshua as the Son of
God, and Messiah are to be counted as sons, or children of God, and by
extension, children of Israel (Romans 8:14; 2 Corinth. 6:18; Ephesians 1:5;
Rev. 21:7), and the Jews will one day acknowledge Yahshua for who He
really is:

“And I will pour out on the house of David and the
inhabitants of Jerusalem a spirit of grace and supplication. They
will look on me, the one they have pierced, and they will mourn
for him as one mourns for an only child, and grieve… as one
grieves for a firstborn son.” - Zechariah 12:10 (NIV)
“Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven,
and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and they will see
the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and
great glory.” - Matthew 24:30
The two preceding Scriptures pertain to the whole world,
especially the Jews and Lost Tribes of Israel. Both were once ruled over
by the Romans, who crucified Christ. The Gospel of Matthew calls those
who mourn “tribes” to signify the Tribes of Israel. Furthermore,
according to the Book of Revelation, Twelve Tribes of Israel can still be
literally found somewhere on the Earth today. In addition, the “earth”
being referred to in the same passage means the land where Israel dwells,
and this is not just the nation of Israel, but Europe, Great Britain, and the
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Americas today. Remember, I am not suggesting that only these nations
represent spiritual Israel! On the contrary, these nations only represent
the physically blessed, literal descendants of Israel - some of whom are
also spiritual Israel through their faith in the true Messiah, Yahshua.
So, just as there is a good and evil Cainan, a good and evil Enoch,
a good and evil unicorn, and a good and evil Messiah (or Antichrist),
there is a good and evil Israel. Beware of British Israel, which is the evil

counterfeit of the real Israel made up of all believers in Christ!

Daniel’s Unicorn and the Antichrist
As already shown, it is possible that the members of the British
Royal Family are blood descendants of King David of Israel. If so, the
Antichrist could well be a member of the British Royal Family. If this is
true, The United Kingdom will lead the unholy alliance that forms
Revelation’s figurative Beast from the Sea. This seems apparent partly
because of the symbolism behind the Coat of Arms representing the
British Royal Family. This study into the Language of God should teach
us all not to take any such symbols lightly. Any and every symbol can,
and usually does have some prophetic significance, and virtually nothing
happens by accident! Therefore, the fact that the Royal British Coat of
Arms contains both a lion and a unicorn is no accident!
Since the One-Horned Ram that will rise to prominence over the
other horn of Joseph is likely the United States/Ephraim linked to Israel,
then Great Britain must represent Manasseh. Nonetheless, the
appearance of the lion and unicorn on the British Coat of Arms implies
that Great Britain sees itself as the modern prophesied representative of,
and replacement for Ephraim and Manasseh, as well as Judah. Through
the symbol of the unicorn, Great Britain may also be claiming to be the
One-Horned Ram of Enoch’s prophecy. However, there is another source
of prophetic unicorn imagery in Scripture that the British Royalty could
be connected to. It is found in the Book of Daniel.
Now, on the British Coat of Arms, or Shield of the British Crown
shown on the next page are many symbols that supposedly show royal
alliances through intermarriage. There, the golden lion - which many
believe represents the Lion of Judah - stands across from a rearing white
unicorn, which is a symbol supposedly tied to Christ, and the dual Tribe
of Joseph. Incidentally, these same allegorical devices once appeared on
the Royal Arms of the Monarch of Scotland. However, as stated
previously, a rearing horse is also a symbol for the Tribe of Dan, and the
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unicorn on the British Coat of Arms looks like a white horse with one
horn, though it has cloven feet like a goat, sheep, or bovine animal, and
the tail of a bull, or ox, which shows its association with a half tribe of
Joseph. Nonetheless, since this unicorn is facing left, it is in a sinister

pose, and may signify the left horn of the Cherubim, or the Antichrist, as
well as the Tribe of Dan.

Royal Coat of Arms Used By British Monarchs

The prophecy in the eighth chapter of the Book of Daniel concerns
the horn of a male goat, rather than a male sheep, or ram. After the
prophecy of the One-Horned Goat is given, the angel Gabriel interprets it
for Daniel:

“The ram which you saw, having the two horns -- they are
the kings of Media and Persia. And the male goat is the kingdom
of Greece. The large horn that is between its eyes is the first king.”
“And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the
transgressors have reached their fullness, a king shall arise, having
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fierce features, who understands sinister schemes. His power shall
be mighty, but not by his own power; he shall destroy fearfully,
and shall prosper and thrive; he shall destroy the mighty, and also
the holy people.”
“Through his cunning he shall cause deceit to prosper
under his rule; and he shall exalt himself in his heart. He shall
destroy many in their prosperity. He shall even rise against the
Prince of princes; but he shall be broken without human means.” Daniel 8:20-21, 23-25
In the above prophecy, Gabriel discloses the identity of a twohorned ram, and a one horned goat. The two-horned ram is reminiscent
of the Bull symbolizing Taurus, as well as the Ram symbol of Aries. We
are told that the two-horned ram signified ancient Media and Persia.
These two kingdoms replaced other powerful kingdoms - the Medians
taking over the lands of the Assyrians, and the Persians occupying the
former lands of the Babylonians. In modern times, the ancient kingdom
of Assyria is allegorically tied to the United States, and the kingdom of
Babylonia is connected to Great Britain. This connection will be explained
in a moment when we examine the prophecies in Ezekiel.
In Daniel’s vision, the Unicorn, or One-Horned Goat was Greece,
and specifically represented Alexander the Great in the past. We are also
told that four kingdoms will emerge from the one “broken horn,” or
empire forged by Alexander in his conquest of the world. At Alexander’s
death, his four generals divided his empire into four kingdoms. Ptolemy
took Egypt and the Levant, which consisted of modern Palestine and
Lebanon. Cassander took Macedonia, or what is now Greece and Albania.
Lysimachus took Thrace, which consists of the Balkan Peninsula between
the Adriatic and Black Seas - where parts of Hungary, Bulgaria, and
Romania are located, and Seleucus eventually ruled the Seleucid Empire,
consisting of what are now eastern Turkey, Syria, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and India.
Today, these four kingdoms can be identified as four groups of
nations consisting of the central Muslim, or Arab nations including Iran
and Iraq, the western Greco-Roman nations of the United Kingdom,
Mexico, South America, and Europe, the Slavic nations of former Soviet
Russia, and the Asian countries of Pakistan, India, Southeast Asia, China,
and Japan.
As mentioned earlier, and shown in “The Language of God in
Humanity,” Yahshua’s Parable of the Sheep and the Goats allegorically
shows that goats represent the damned, while sheep represent the saved.
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The One-Horned Goat therefore represents an evil leader, and his
kingdom, which is slated for destruction. The prophet Daniel tells us that
this leader will “rise against the Prince of princes.” Since the phrase
“Prince of princes” is the same as saying “King of kings,” which is a title
for Christ, this one-horned goat represents a nation, or group of nations

led by the Antichrist.
The One-Horned Goat’s horn that represented Alexander’s empire
also signifies the future Babylon the Great - the empire of the Antichrist.
This latter day Babylon is not a future kingdom any longer, but already
rules the world financially, and will soon rule it politically, militarily, and
religiously. This is the European Union (EU), which is headed by the
United Kingdom. In the rest of this chapter, we will examine Scriptures
suggesting that Great Britain, Europe, and several other nations that
figure prominently in End Time events will be, and already are partially
ruled by the Antichrist, and his followers.
Though now nominally considered Roman Catholic, this evil
empire of the One-Horned Goat is already embracing the Pagan culture of
the Greeks and Romans. Like Alexander, the Ancient Greeks and Romans

rejected the idea of sin and evil, and knew nothing of the concept of
Original Sin. Likewise, in modern Europe, Christianity is considered a
religion of fools by the majority, and many Europeans are now either
atheistic humanists, Muslims, or professing Pagans such as Buddhists,
Hindus, New Age mystics, Satanists, and Wiccans.
In the heraldic iconography employed throughout Europe and
Great Britain, the one horned goat or unicorn is a symbol connected to
the Half-Tribe of Joseph called Manasseh, as well as the Tribe of Dan. The
Tribe of Dan not only represents several modern regions like Scandinavia,
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, but also allegorically represents the people
throughout the world who are diametrically opposed to the good deeds
and Gospel message of Yahshua, the godly One-Horned Ram, and His
righteous Sheep.

The Harlot and the Beasts from the Sea and the Earth
Using the Language of God, it should be fairly easy to further
identify Babylon the Great, which is represented by a woman called a
harlot. To find out more about the woman, and the Beast she rides atop
of, the Old Testament gives us several clues. First of all, Babylon in the
Old Testament is not only a city, but an entire region of land that
worshipped the false deities of Babylon. In today’s world, that same
region is inhabited primarily by Muslim Arabs, who worship the old

